As Scotch as Golf

the installation and maintenance costs of Crane fountains

More than completeness distinguishes the Crane line of drinking fountains. Striking appearance, extremely low operating costs, and unusual freedom from contamination also set them apart.

Verify this. Drop into the nearest Crane Exhibit Rooms. Examine the wide selection in which Crane drinking fountains are made; note the accuracy with which each type has been designed, to meet the individual service requirements of fairways, locker rooms, rest huts, and club houses.

You will be pleased at the substantial savings made possible by the special angle stream regulator which eliminates water waste and maintains an even height drinking stream under varying pressures . . . the greater sanitation offered by Crane bubblers.

Finally with all the plumbing, heating, and piping materials made by Crane Co. these fountains share the superior engineering that makes Crane materials cost less to install, and less to operate than others.